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Seaonal Affective Disorder  
Only
when winter
darts back around
do I recognise his
face

blooming,
defrosting as
the ice outside
begins to form shapes
again.

Summertime
was always
hard for him,
each season passing too
quickly
until

he sat
surrounded by petals
on guard beside her
grave.
- Sophie Miller

Love and Death In The Time When Time Existed
Just ahead of  wintertide moths, flies
and insects, so puny that their beings live
a hundred lifetimes in a jiffy,
swarm and coronate
our lamps with halos dense and light,
and our shadows lengthened by time
remind them of  the eclipse
before this last laugh, before the earth hibernates in 
white.

 Today a handful of  days shy of  the winter
I gather the corpses, cast them in our garden;
cicadas mourn until black wanes;
my hand returns to your side of  the bed;
a fresh surge of  insects circles the after-glow,
avoids our undulating shadows. 
- Kushal Poddar

Water Creek Distortion Snow - Christine Owens
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My great aunt’s snow globe on the knick knack shelf 
curved plastic, tinted blue 
encircles a Christmas scene 
a tyranny of  desperate cheer

for those who must endure 
a winter’s fall of  white at 
wrist whim. 
 
Marooned, 
they smile or grimace 
bearing up and through it. 

In the adverse light 
I see them, want to 
shake them to their bones, 

tell them - do something 
with your lives. But they are only 
plastic and not made 

to comprehend the world outside.   
- Sarah Wallis

Choas Theory  
One winter,
a freak wind blew 
the scent of  pigshit
from farms in Nebraska
two hundred miles south
so my street was suffused 
with the stink.
I hear it wafted
all the way down
to the Ozarks.
I keep thinking about
ill winds 
and how shit 
rolls downhill
and when a pig 
gets slaughtered 
somewhere outside Lincoln
thunder shakes Mountain 
Home
and I pull my scarf  up
over my nose. 
-Lauren Scharhag

TAKE ME FAR AWAY

That delicate frost-bud mouth of  yours,

oh it seemed so sweet. I remember

how it talked of  the world, the places it had seen.

I wanted to fly with it, above these trees and bubbles.

They could have popped at any moment, they always felt

on the brink but knew wiser than to spill their waters

in a land already so flooded.

Sit tight, my dear, and fasten up for a sky 

of  exploration. Most aren’t aware of  the steps up here, 

the ones shy under blush of  cloud, but the way 

can be hand-guided.

Let us reside in the starlit town only filled 

by a waving few. You need not care for the hour 

or an inclined to fade watch, for we have meters 

of  our own and dandelion clocks.

Let us take flight and forget about the worries 

of  the ground, for we have found new meanings. 

New worlds in this land so far away.

Let us take flight and forget about the worries 

of  the ground, for we have found new meanings. 

New worlds in this land so far away. 
- Ciera Cree
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Umberella Poem
What an enormous risk it would’ve been!
To leave on my lunch break with nine dollars
to my name and nothing around but ghettos,
some way up the road a man crashed his car,
there was ice on the road and the rain was blinding.

There’s got to be a lesson in all that, right?
A modern interpretation of  Aesop’s fables?

If  only I could play my cards right, maybe 
you’d sneak up on me in the downpour, like a mouse 
toeing around a puddle, matching orange boots
and throbbing heartbeats. Our arms entwined
under a nine-dollar umbrella, dry and in style. 
- Samuel Swauger

Snowfall
When light fatigues and turns her golden cheek
to cedar boughs that bend, when stars dissolve
behind the well of  winter gray and creeks
from flowing to stone-frigid now evolve…
When sound is swallowed by a chronic ache
that can’t be pointed to, when heavy limbs
decide to finally succumb and break,
and scenery is numbing synonym 
for buried losses, when our tired bed
can hold our weight but not our growing fear,
when we hold tight to fraying silver threads…
Please know that I’m still lying calmly here.

So come to me beneath this cover now
where warmth will beat the present storm somehow. 
- Karen Shepherd

Winter Ice - Ian Richardson
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Cocoa Papa! - Kyle McFadzean
Noah touched the glass and felt the chill fresh against his skin. As the cold sank deeper into his palms a 
smile spread across his Father Christmas face. He was every bit the paternal, pudding shaped man’s like-
ness and radiated all the warmth of  Danish Hygge that was becoming of  the childrens tale. He chuckled 
to himself  happily as he pressed his perfect button nose against the glass. The cold in his hands told him 
that it was snowing, that it was too cold to skate for long and so his family would be in from the frozen 
lake soon.
His youngest grandchild Anna would be billowing in any minute shouting “Papa Noah! Papa Noah! Co-
coa Papa Noah! I am so cold.”
He chuckled and roused himself, heading over to the old AGA stove that cooked their food and heated 
their home in the worst of  the winter months. 
As he neared the stove he placed his hand into the roughly hewn wooden counter then ran it along to the 
middle of  the cupboard. Here he reached down and opened it up then collected the cocoa tin, a sauce-
pan and a bag of  sugar from their places weighing them in his hands as was his habit. He assembled the 
ingredients. Once collected he began pouring from containers, tipping his good ear to the process, and 
feeling the weight in his hand grow until he was satisfied the saucepan contained the right measurements. 
He put the containers away and ran his hand the rest of  the counter with little more than muscle memory. 
Reaching down and pulling on the handle of  the fridge he stopped suddenly. Closed the fridge. Opened it 
again and listened with a slight frown of  concern in his brow. 
The motor was too quiet. It was on its way out. The fridge was still cold, the cream and the milk perfectly 
fine as he smelled them, but he’d need to install another motor. He’d bought a spare one the month pre-
vious when he was sure he’d heard it buzzing one morning. His wife had mocked him but he had known 
what he’d heard.
He chuckled to himself  as he thought of  her now. She teased him playfully for his ‘quirks’ but she was a 
good woman. Mixing the cream, sugar, cocoa and milk together in the pot. He thought fondly of  her.
The door opened. “Ah you are home my dear! Think of  the devil and...”
The wind blew cold, in through the door. Snow flakes sizzled on hot iron and glass. Anna made no 
sound. Magdalena would not have left her alone.
“…He shall appear?” A man’s voice finished his last sentence. Not one he recognised. The crack of  a gun 
shot echoed loudly, it was a moment before the remaining nerves could report to the brain. The intelli-
gence report was accurate. It was clear. It was pain. Abject pain.
Noah screamed as he fell to the floor and reached for his knee. Or what was left of  it. He screamed again 
as the pain began to transform. He screamed louder still feeling his rage as a rag was stuffed in his mouth.
“Tell me how would the devil appear to a blind man do you think?”
Noah felt his face flush as gasoline was poured around his home. He could hear it. He could smell it... he 
could taste it. He choked and tried to scream as heavy metal was forced into his chest.
“Maybe burned into his minds eye? As an eagle... clutching a wreath... surrounding a topsy...turvy...cross? 
A SWA...STI...KA?” The voice intoned with rising hostility. “Or perhaps simply. As fire itself.”
As the milk boiled over Noah couldn’t smell it. His face was broiling. His brain stopped passing signals of  
madness and ceased into death.
Soldiers marched through fresh snow. A small child with an old woman huddled in their midst crying 
tears that froze onto tender cheeks.
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© Barney Ashton-Bullock 

David Rudd Mitchell 

hole in snow with grass - Christine Owens
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Kenneth’s Fur Coat - Morgana Moore 
Last winter was not the first time my father had let a man down.
“She’s not in love with you, Kenneth, she’s in love with your coat.”
I kept my ear pressed against the kitchen door, my breath held still. My father’s words were low and 
grey, and I knew that some part of  Kenneth’s heart was broken, even if  he still tried to hold onto his 
love. 
Kenneth left a long pause.
 “Well, at least it’s a beautiful coat.”
It was the same every time. I tried in vain to convince myself  that my feelings for Kenneth were vi-
brant and warm. I knew how he felt and it could have been so easy to love a man who already thought 
the world of  me. 
And why shouldn’t I have loved him? He was a great guy. Other woman might have even said he was 
a real catch. Marriage material even. I should’ve loved him, I should’ve adored him because everyone 
else loved like that, like the orange and blue and purple of  a sunset in spring.
So why didn’t I? 
As my father spoke, I held Kenneth’s coat tighter around my chest, trying to disappear. 
I thought back to the time we visited his mother’s summer house in the North. He lit the open fire and 
it was so nice, and the air tasted like marshmallows, and as he took off  his black fur coat and draped it 
around my shoulders, I thought that maybe I could fall in love after all. 
But when the moon was hanging high in the air, and the logs had all crumbled into ash and ember, I 
remembered that all fires burnt out eventually, and that flames could never last forever. 
I excused myself, escaping the unbearable cobalt hue that had settled over the room like a fog, and 
went to bed, huddled tightly within the coat. I set the record player to play Beethoven’s Moonlight 
Sonata, and let the rainbow of  sounds wash over me. 
Dampening the pillow, tears rolled off  my cheeks. 
I thought of  Kenneth. I thought of  love, and love lost, and love that never could exist at all. 
The concerto began. It made my mouth bitter. How could something sound and feel so sad and yet be 
made up of  notes so bright?
That night I told Kenneth, like I’ve told everybody else, that I loved him, truly— I loved him like coral 
seashells and doves in winter. I told him that the mere thought of  him burnt me up like fires from 
within. 
And as the sun rose, I pressed my lips into the cold shell of  his ear, and whispered that our every kiss 
was like liquid gold, and I wanted to drown within it.
We hung on until Christmas, until my father’s grey words finally took affect and Kenneth realised what 
he had probably known all along— that I could only ever love his coat.
I never gave it back.
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The Begging Tree

My body is ripe and juicy 
My citrus smiles are tart
Flirting on sagacious stems 
On a tree withering apart 

Your eyes make me sweeter
Ruby globes blushed with pink
A body to be suckled has 
A shrewd fruity wink

Date plums the shade of  sun 
Make your cheeks burn hot
I suspect you know that 
I will make your teeth rot 

I’m blushing on the outside 
The side that touches sun 
Blistered by a chilly wind 
The evolution has just begun 

I want you to cut me free 
And pluck these stems from me 
Don’t waste the opportunity 
To come over and taste me 

Leave a trail of  cherry stems
To find your way back home 
Fig seeds and peach stones 
These are flavours that you own 

Winter’s whisper has frozen me 
Petrified me to the core 
Now I wear the shrivel lip face  
Of  branches swaying at war 

I’ve glanced at winter berries 
That can still bloom in this cold 
They’re ripening in the icy sun 
As my body submits to mould

- Chanté-Marie Young 

Showers-  The Kreatiff
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Winter Blur - Christine Owens

After Work 

My boss checks her compact mirror, shakes her head, says her hair looks 
like it’s been licked by a cow. We laugh. It’s 5:00 a.m. and our night shift 
is over. We’re a few steps closer to the moon’s splash of  light, the warm 
beds that wait for us. As we walk out the door, the wave of  our voices 
mixes with the chill of  morning air, washes over legs of  a man slouched 
in the alcove, head hidden by darkness. He tugs his legs to his chest. We 
hesitate. Will he acknowledge us, yell at us, forgive us? But he doesn’t 
speak or rise just folds himself  into the concrete and waits for the pull 
of  the sun.

- Robin Wright

Ciéra Cree 
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Winter Fever
 

Winter is ague, a fever in the bones. 
At the turning, I am stripped.

She comes by candle-light to cleanse and feed. 
In darkest hours, I sip.

She is close, my cheek is touched.
I shatter, slip.

She kneels in silence, in a golden heart of  light.
She is prayer. Angel.

Recovery is slow: veins blue, fingers white, 
these hands, marmoreal.

Weakened, I take steps, press latticed glass. 
The might of  the world blinds.

Desolation of  stone and swell, the ships’ galley creak.
Sea mists curl from Murano, by these straits.

Spring is revealed in peal of  bells, 
the Bora calmed, the flood of  gold from the sea. 

Summer is seaward, eastward-bound;
the bounty waves, dreams of  the Orient. 

Searching through streets, I guess at shadows, follow.
She is air and nothing. Nothing is mine. 
- Matthew M C Smith

Frost

Or you could just step out,
midwinter, small hours,
stripped bare as the back yard,
all its finches flown north for the night.

The overwhelming majority
of  water molecules that make you,
that effervesced all summer,
will grow sluggish with the cold.

You could just stop braining,
settle down and roll yourself  up
in the blanket coverage of  frost
calling you into the white.

- Adam Stokell

Winter Path 4 - Elodie Barnes
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Little Bullets
With snow, you expect red; 
piercing accidents, cardinal crimes,
frozen hearts roaming the crackling land,
waiting. Bright young girls 
bearing ruby encrusted guns.
And all that should be buried
deep in the wet, hot earth
instead smears massacre-like across the ice.
You can only hope for a snow drift to cover the mess
for, right now, even a rosy apple dropped   
on the way home from the corner shop 
prickles like a blood clot on the pale ground. 
-Freya Jeffries

UNDERTOW

Told to stay traditional

every guttural word echoes

in the chisel struck stone

further forged by drought

and the raspy ache of  thirst

blocking the only way out

The old guard sculpts 

an intransigent new

brick by brick the walls rise

there lies an overcast of  threat

layered into the seams

of  a custom that never breaks

In this stultified stillness

whispers to the others

who whisper back

we breathe the air

in the slipped ripples of

a furious undertow

Here we scrawl words

beyond the unseen lower rungs 

sharing hiding spots

to be discovered

when the winter sun hits the shadows

and makes them disappear 
- Jeffrey Yamaguchi

Advent - Sasha Saben Callaghan
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Lost In The Sky - Edward Lee

 “please keep door closed in case of  emergency”

pretend most nights

entail celebration & sound.

these echoes own no streets, only mirrors,

 only repetition.

your mother lighting

 a candle

whose flame

always catches  /  dies

in silence. a hand

 feeling

for stretched vertebrate,  /  some

transitional fossil.

- Michael Prihoda

prints & other indications of  life below freezing
lacy waterfall climbers & frozen lake fisher
camps appear overnight

none too busy looking pretty 
breathing ice cube air
mule deer whites rival snow

meeting  beneath
decorated pines & empty osprey aeries
- Connie Bacchus 
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To Winter  
After Wallace Stevens

I’ll tune each bone to winter 
 forked steel strikes the hardening year     
 vibrations of  migrating wings  
 sonorous note of  a hoar-frost star  
I’ll set all clocks to winter 
 coal sputters in memory’s grate  
 that apocryphal glow  
 I stow as flickering votives  
 there     and spruce-green     here  
I’ll turn this mind to winter 
 to listening like the poet wrote  
 for nothing  
 and something  
 in the echoed  
 chance of  chill and ether  
 a soft 
  now 
    darting 
 snow 

- Laura Wainwright 

Winter Path 1 - Elodie Barnes

Winter trees in ice - Ian Richardson
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LEMON

Time's cold fingers cradle the final shred of  the year
And at their diligent squeeze,
the juice flows in its seasonal spree,
Marinating the landscape.
Soon solitude's tenderized meat 
Boils in poesy's brew.

The juice is the spirit of  dead warmth,
Roaming this afterlife of  chill and 
shriveled skin.
The meat now sizzles 
Amongst fiery crackles and embers.
 Thus the spirit finds this fresh meat 
for a savory embodiment.

Winter is the fruit 
That blooms out of  
The dying year's citrus elegy
Composed by light and shade's sweet-and-sour intercourse 
 
- Nilotpal Sarmah

Winter Watcher

Winter might bite 
On this end of  nights.
Where all is held,
In January’s cold fist.

 
Vast plain of  white flecked ways
Her salt crusted eyes give light to
Magical frost shifting fields.
 
No hedges nor tracks, burrows invisible 
For the watcher, just the wake 
Of  a solitary fishing boat.
 
Red on port, green on starboard 
And a rear white light to tell
The story of  the voyage
To those who were left behind.
 
Even without a moon 
I can sense season’s form
From crusty footprints on cliff  edge
A poetry forever in my motion.
 
As if  in sleep I watch a lover,
The gentle rise of  her chest
Slow breath of  deep slumber
Surrounded by her mighty torpidity.
 
But in change unexpected 
Sighs and moans, she’s dreaming of  fish
In night hunger she feeds, insatiable.
 
To be woken in dazzling fanfare for
Ra is rising into dawn pink skies
As night heavy as grey lead
Sinks, a stone into the morning ocean.
 
The sunshine glorious, winter  blue and gold
But the night gave me such a gift,
Its own sea tears.
 
- Dai Fry

Stepping out 

And I'm not sure why but I did.
I flowed out into the grey, into
the space that only bitter cold
can create, into the moment
of  knowing skin, breath, eyes are true
(receiving the gift of  now)
the chill insisting I leave a trace.

- Marcelle Newbold
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O - Eilish Mulholland
I have been thinking about your name ever since he mentioned it. Half  whispering into the crook of  
my collarbone, it seemed to deflate like a balloon, wheezing loudly before screeching across the room 
farting out its monosyllabic groan. It was almost as if  he didn’t want me to hear it. Tinged with a 
Russian flavour, a hidden clove that burned the tip of  the tongue with its apraxia. I began to imagine 
Werther your hair was similar to the one that I found stuck to the carpet next to the bookcase or the 
tea mug that looked just too specific to have been left in absenteeism by his previous flatmate. But 
I would be lying if  I said I wasn’t used to different names. I was the usual baby, keep going, harder, 
slower and most of  all, I was that intense moment of  vulnerability right after anyone comes. It isn’t 
a word specifically, but a noise. Half  guttural and snarling. The same noise water makes going down 
a drain. Bubbly. Loud. Just a mess of  used liquid and an apex between the thighs-I am that senseless-
ness. 
*
Nameless bitch. Jealous. Is it stupid of  me to presume you’re a girl? I’m being cliched now, a Freudian 
slip of  hidden consciousness to be even thinking of  you. (I can’t stop it though y’know? It just hap-
pened one night between Christmas and New Year’s. Those forgetful weeks where the days just blend 
into waiting, waiting and letting the slush of  the streets tut at your shoes and your eyeballs that I hap-
pened to see you. Different now to your profile picture because you’re not 20 and wearing a novelty 
party hat. And- and you are alive. Glowing. Blood in your cheeks. Sniggering whilst you talk to him. 
Willowy yet firm. Half  boyish in your posturing but with a clear solidity that strains from your form. 
Your tits are better than mine, I’ll concede to it because I’m not that bitchy, but I bet you’re good at it. 
I bet you lead anyone on, it’s a smell about you that confirms it. Bubble gum and witch hazel. A tang 
of  something feral that blows across to me in the wind ruffling your hair. And I’ve been dreaming of  
that scent ever since. Some nights I think I can taste it in my mouth. Lying asleep it’ll call to me in the 
silk of  your hair and I’ll wake up with tears on my pillow just thinking about it. The curl of  it sitting 
perfectly on his collar and the blue of  your lipstick-that was what told me you’d suit the water. No one 
willingly choses that shade of  colour, not if  you wanted someone to notice. You wanted me to notice, 
didn’t you? You know I noticed. Random eyelashes, the stray hairs on the carpet-they’re the minutia of  
the body, but keepsakes are better. For cilium you just have to have patience. Intricate knotting. Nee-
dling. Often swearing--we humans have been saving it for years because we know it keeps. The Christ-
mas lights in your living room reminded me of  it. Little twisting cornets and baubles and ribbons all 
on some great totem head and rubbing its strands together so seductively like a demented Rapunzel 
that I couldn’t resist.  
Stealing it was easy, just shearing enough so you wouldn’t notice, so there’d be nothing to be worried 
about. Yet it was breathing, that gasp of  air before you exhaled that reminded me of  something that 
I was missing. A little weakness, a little choking vitality while I gazed at the two of  you. Those sleep-
ing forms. Those stupid forms and that hunger rising up like bile. A tide. A damn burst while you 
screamed slightly. Screaming so I couldn’t apply your lipstick properly…I had to smile at your eventual 
concession though. A delicious faint hopelessness when you realised you weren’t getting out of  it. The 
stench of  your witch hazel mixed with urine. Hot. Acidic. Shameful. Metallic. That’s the scent of  your 
fear. But that’s the beauty of  any liquid, it will eventually cool. Shielding its stickiness while I bend your 
arms, combing your hair for its luminosity, the inky creeping--- it’s just a shame that you can’t swim 
until he gets here. 
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Winter Kigo ~ Long Month  
long month 
the cicada's cry 
yet to arrive 
- Christina Chin

Observing the solstice 
Dusk has sidled home,
dropped his overcoat,
claimed lingering base notes
of  mulch and ashes
for the night.
My heel beats   
upon its hush 
and the streetlamps.
Offer the day
a good death. 
- Gaynor Beesley 

Druridge Bay in Winter

Skimmed sunshine spills, leaks through slate-grey clouds
Launches silhouettes of  winged geese
Ocean waves churn wild winter shanties
Skimmed sunshine spills, leaks through slate-grey clouds
Herons’ cries echo primeval music
Sounds weave through rain and lace rainbow arcs
Skimmed sunshine spills, leaks through slate-grey clouds
Launches silhouettes of  winged geese

- Ceinwen E Cariad Haydon

Elizabeth Kemball
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the new religion 
 
people like us don’t go to heaven
neither do we believe in Genesis, nor the biblical
Apocalypse 

I read the daily horoscope on
astrology.com 
it is the first thing I do when I open my eyes
online

you say you are a rational person
but my tarot cards in candle light reassure you
that happiness exists in the very end of  this
journey

who would we be without
playing Adam and Eve in the 2-bedroom flat
eating apple crumble naked 
on the couch

I suspect that we are being watched –
neighbours, houseplants, some person on the other side of  the webcam
but no god does that anymore,
darling

- Dorka Tamás

Winter’s Breath- Karen Mooney
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Northern Love Story

The woman I almost married 
lectured me on our third date
about why grocery stores were not 
the best places to buy bouquets.

A few days later my neighbours’
German Shepherd mix was killed. 
The driver kept going,
didn’t stop to borrow a snow-shovel 
from a nearby house, and move 
the carcass off  the road.
That same woman I almost married
told me that was not proper etiquette
in such a situation.
 
Eight hours from the nearest vet,
where someone could cremate
the remains, my neighbours
kept their dead dog
in their freezer for a month-
made me realize that it’s okay
for love to go cold
sometimes.

- Richard LeDue

The Green Man’s Son  

Dad is listening to Rachmaninoff.
I suspect this is a sign of  insufficient vitamin D.

On the sly, I’ve been declaring Spring
earlier and earlier over the last few years.

Today I officially announce: Spring starts on Jan 2.
I’ve packed him a flask and stale sandwiches.

Time to knock on his study door.
“We’re out of  onions, Dad!”.

- Bruach Mhor

Fuyu- Ian Richardson
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 “Something sleek to wrap around my tender throat.”* 

 The jelly moulded salads; beetroot, cucumber, and tuna.   
 A technicolour vomit of  wallpaper, green and burnt orange.
 Smoky glasses full of  Midori.
 On the stove, mulled wine stinks of  cinnamon and cloves.
 She’d put up Christmas decorations,
 it’s a midwinter wonderland,
 but he was late, 3 hours late.
 The bee’s wax candles were almost burnt down.
 She stubs out her cigarette and
 throws the jellied tuna against the wall.

* Beethoven- Eurythmics

 - Patrick Graham 

Place Louise at dusk

The sun has just turned into a memory entangled
In the spider-web of  the Ferris wheel. The tram cheats 
On its own schedule.

A trembling note has found its way in the voice of  the city. 
Despite all these centuries of  diligent training, it still gets anxious 
Whenever the time to cross the border
Approaches.
The edge between day and night 

Beguiles it.

What if  
We trip over the Wheel’s spokes?

What if
We find ourselves turned into the memories of  some foreign God
Who has never smelled the air of  sugar and piss 
Of  these streets?

In a moment, enough for a pinprick
It is done. The promise of  tomorrow  
Stays to linger. 

You look at your hands. The tram arrives, so loud
It makes you stumble. The city laughs relieved, 
With a heart full of  youthful pleasure. 

You close your fingers, almost certain
The memory of  our sun has found refuge 
In your handfuls. 

You can taste it: on the tip of  your tongue
A foreign word.

- Teodora Lavlola 
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The Last Day of  November - Catherine Lavender

The last time I saw Palloc was November 30, 2006. 
Snow flurries were falling from the sky onto the cars that crowded the streets of  the capital. I had been shiv-
ering beneath the awning of  an urban bookstore café that was typically crowded with modern day hippies 
who had aspirations to be writers, artists, or musicians. I had stood there waiting, and I could feel the wind 
as it blew my hair freely across my face.
The intensity of  our relationship made me realize that no matter how much I tried to numb my emotions, 
there was something between us. I’m not quite sure what it was. But something was there. It was an un-
known feeling that I had never felt before. And that alone scared me. It was electrifying, and I often won-
dered if  he could feel it too. There was no way to define our intimacy, but that our souls would somehow 
connect in some fiery passionate madness. It was an unspoken language that only the two of  us would ever 
understand.
 Palloc and I locked eyes as he walked down the street. His hands were in the pockets of  his long pea coat, 
and most of  his facial features were hidden between its high lapels. There was a sense of  sadness in his eyes, 
but neither one of  us looked away.
Palloc smiled and planted a warm kiss on my nose. Out of  what seemed like habit more than politeness, he 
opened the door for me. He followed me into the café, and the smell of  brewed Sumatra beans instantly 
warmed me.
We chose a table near the window.  I watched Palloc as he unbuttoned his coat and neatly folded it over his 
chair. He had lost a significant amount of  weight, and his hair was gone from the chemo treatments. 
“The usual?” he asked, while leaning in for a quick kiss on my lips. He came back shortly with a cup of  
espresso in his hand and a newspaper folded under his arm. He handed me the cup before sitting down.  
Palloc read the newspaper and talked to me vaguely about our plans to travel to Aruba, the stock market, 
and why the Republican Party was a threat to our democracy. Every so often he would lower the newspaper 
from his face to make sure that I was still listening.
Palloc checked the time on his wristwatch. “I have to leave for my appointment.” 
“Will you call me after your treatment?” 
“It may be a few days. But I promise to call the moment that I can.” He squeezed my hand.
“How am I supposed to know that you are okay?” my voice was quivering.  
"Because I will always be okay, as long as I have you.” He got up from his seat, and kissed me softly on my 
lips. I could feel the tears well up in my eyes as he gathered his belongings without looking at me. His jaw 
was clenched tightly and without another word, he walked out the door. 
Two weeks and three days had gone when I heard the news. “I’m sorry for your loss. Your espresso is on the 
house today.” 

chill of  winter - Christine Owens 
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A Christmas to forget, A Christmas to remember - Lynn Valentine 
1975: The room appears and disappears. Time jumps from afternoon to morning in what seems like a 
minute. I am hot, always hot. 
  I touch my head and it is burning, I daren’t touch my ear. Mum’s face appears sometimes, she tries to 
cool me down with a cold cloth but it doesn’t work. I see my sister Diane sometimes too – she looks sad 
and still. 
  I see the flash of  the Christmas decorations, I hear myself  scream. I shut my eyes. More time jumps. I 
am in new pyjamas but I can’t remember putting them on. Mum tells me I’m delirious. I don’t know what 
that means but it is bad.
  My eldest sister Jenny and brother Jimmy are beside me then they disappear. I see Dad’s beard and it 
changes into Santa’s. I hear whispers. I am hot. 
  Mum asks me to wake up and tells me it is Christmas morning. I am lying on the settee not my bed. 
Mum tells me Diane will open my presents for me and show me them. I try to stay awake. I am not excit-
ed. I am hot. 
                                                                 ***
1977: A child always longs for a pet of  their own – a loyal dog to tell secrets to or a rabbit to play hop in 
the garden with. We had a loyal dog but he belonged to all of  us so it never felt like Bruno was just my 
own even out on solo walks. I loved him like a hairy brother but he wasn’t ever just mine. 
  My brother had his very own tortoise, Timmy, who spent much of  the winter in the shed in hibernation 
but in the warmer months he belonged to Jimmy alone, even their names almost matched. 
   My sister Diane had a blue budgie called Sparky AND a rabbit called Snowy so she had a pet of  her own 
in the house AND in the garden – truth be told I can’t remember if  the overlapped or if  she had one or 
the other at different times but even so, two pets to call her own and Bruno on top of  all that. 
  My eldest sister Jenny loved Bruno the dog but never wanted a pet of  her own – she had her piano in her 
bedroom and that seemed to steal all her time.  
  I longed for a hamster. I knew what I would call him, Pickles, but my parents were never keen on having 
a rodent-like creature in the house. I hankered after a hamster for about three years. 
On Christmas day at the grand-age of  ten-years-old I opened my presents from Santa.  I still believed in 
him but he’d let me down again, the Pippa dolls were no match for my heart’s desire. Then Jimmy says ‘I 
got you a good present this year’. He led me through to the back lobby, the rest of  the family following. 
I opened the cupboard and there on the shelf  was a hamster cage with a hamster in it - Pickles, my very 
own pet. 

Ciéra Cree
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